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The current research examined if dispositional optimism buffers against the negative influences of daily
stressors on affective experiences, using a daily diary study of two large and nationally-drawn samples of
American adults (N = 2,349). Optimism, exposure to daily stressors, and daily positive and negative affect
were assessed over eight days. Multilevel modelling revealed that optimism significantly attenuated the
associations between daily stressor exposure and negative affect reactivity even after controlling for
demographic factors, subjective physical health, and socioeconomic status. However, in a similar analysis,
the inclusion of socioeconomic variables fully accounted for the moderating effect of optimism on stress
and positive affect reactivity. The findings suggest distinct processes that are involved in how optimism
reduces daily stress reactivity.

� 2021 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Daily stressors are minor hassles that occur in daily life, such as
arguments with one’s child or long daily commutes that have acute
and cumulative impacts on physical health and psychological well-
being (Almeida, Wethington, & Kessler, 2002). Some evidence
suggests that optimism—the extent to which an individual holds
generalized expectations for his or her future that are favorable
(Scheier, Carver, & Bridges, 1994)—is an effective psychological
buffer against reactivity to daily stressors. One reason is that opti-
mistic individuals are more likely to make positive appraisals, such
as believing that their problems will be resolved, which attenuate
the impact of stressors (Banerjee, 2012).

Nonetheless, existing investigations of optimism as a daily or
acute stress-buffer have relied on underpowered volunteer or con-
venient student samples (e.g., Baumgardner, 1990; Boland &
Cappeliez, 1997), so the robustness and generalizability of these
findings to broader populations cannot be ascertained. The investi-
gations also often relied on cross-sectional designs that capture
stress reactivity at one time point, ignoring within-person fluctua-
tions in daily exposure to stressors and emotional states.

This research sought to address the limitations of past studies
by leveraging on two large-scale daily diary samples from the Mid-
life in the United States (MIDUS) studies.1 This data allows us to
examine day-to-day within-person fluctuations in stress reactivity
in a well-powered and nationally-drawn US adult sample, while con-
trolling for several demographic factors and individual differences
linked to daily stress and optimism. We focused on positive and neg-
ative emotional reactivity as stress responses that have been reliably
linked to physical and mental health outcomes. Following past stud-
ies, we tested the prediction that individuals high in dispositional
optimism would experience less positive and negative affect reactiv-
ity to daily stressors compared to individuals low in dispositional
optimism.
2. Method

The current research utilized data from two waves: MIDUS 2
and MIDUS Refresher (Ryff et al., 2007; 2016). The specific day-
level variables and data relevant to the current investigation were
taken from the National Study of Daily Experiences (NSDE) sub-
projects (Ryff & Almeida, 2018; 2009) of each wave. The purpose
of the NSDE was to investigate how various psychosocial factors
relate to exposure to day-to-day life stressors and stress responses.
Participants completed telephone interviews about their daily
experiences over eight days.
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2.1. Participants

A subset (N = 1,775) of the original 7,108 MIDUS 1 respondents
returned the baseline self-administered questionnaire and partici-
pated in the MIDUS 2: NSDE, which was conducted from 2004 to
2009. In addition, a separate sub-sample (N = 781) of the original
3,577 MIDUS Refresher respondents returned the baseline self-
administered questionnaire and participated in the MIDUS
Refresher: NSDE from 2011 to 2014. Both the MIDUS 1 and MIDUS
Refresher studies recruited non-institutionalized English-speaking
adults through random digit sampling across the United States.

Given the consistent data collection methodology, both datasets
were combined to strengthen the power of the analyses. Partici-
pants were only retained in the current analyses if they had no
missing data at baseline. This resulted in an overall sample of
2,349 participants (female = 1,301) ranging in age from 25 to
84 years (M = 53.69, SD = 12.94), of which 92.25% identified as
white and 70.58% were currently married. Daily responses were
retained only if stressor exposure and positive and/or negative
affect were reported. By these criteria, most participants (93.66%)
completed at least six interview days. In total, the dataset com-
prised 17,485 completed interviews out of a possible 18,792
(N = 2,349 per day, over 8 days), yielding a completion rate of
93.04%. Data collection was approved by the Health Sciences IRBs
at the University of Wisconsin-Madison and all participants pro-
vided written consent prior to participation.

Since the current research utilized secondary data, a priori
power could not be determined. The sizes of the daily-stress
buffering effects of optimism, reflected by the optimism � daily
hassle interaction in past cross-sectional studies (Banerjee, 2012;
Lai, 2009), were small, b = [�0.18, �0.17] (N = 94–354). As effect
sizes from psychological research using small samples tend to be
overestimated (Funder & Ozer, 2019), the expected interaction
effect size is likely to be smaller in this much larger MIDUS sample.
Additionally, a sensitivity analysis was conducted using Mplus
(Muthén & Muthén, 2012) following the method recommended
by Bolger, Stadler, and Laurenceau (2012) to ascertain power for
multilevel designs. Given 80% power, alpha level at 0.05, and the
current study’s sample size of N = 2,349 participants and a maxi-
mum of N = 18,792 completed daily interviews, the smallest esti-
mated effect that could be detected was �0.0024 for negative
affect and 0.0041 for positive affect. By computing the ratio of
the coefficient to its standard error (Snijders, 2005), these esti-
mates are equivalent to a standard effect size of �2.67 for negative
affect and 2.73 for positive affect that could be detected in this
study.

2.2. Measures

Variables in this study were divided into day-level and
participant-level data. Day-level data were measured during the
eight consecutive daily interviews of the NDSE, while
participant-level data were obtained through baseline surveys
before the NDSE. A detailed summary of descriptive statistics, as
well as zero-order correlations, can be found in the Supplemental
Online Materials.

2.2.1. Day-level variables
Daily affect. Daily negative and positive affect were measured

using the positive and negative affect scales from the Midlife
Development Inventory (Brim & Featherman, 1998). Participants
were asked to rate how often they felt 14 negative emotions
(e.g., nervous, frustrated) and 13 positive emotions (e.g., cheerful,
confident), in the past 24 h on a 5-point scale (0 = none of the time,
4 = all of the time). Daily negative affect was calculated by averag-
ing the 14 items. Due to skewness of the negative affect scores,
2

square root transformation was applied to all participants’ scores
to reduce skewness (M = 0.30, SD = 0.32, aeight-days = [0.82, 0.86]).
Daily positive affect was calculated by averaging the 13 items
(M = 2.67, SD = 0.80, aeight-days = [0.93, 0.95]).

Daily exposure to stressors. The presence of daily stressors was
measured using the Daily Inventory of Stressful Events (Almeida
et al., 2002). The inventory includes seven types of stressors: argu-
ments, avoided arguments, discrimination, work/education stres-
sors, home stressors, network stressors, and others. Participants
were asked if any of the seven types of stressors occurred to them
in the past 24 h. Following past works (e.g., Rush, Rast, Almeida, &
Hofer, 2019), if at least one stressor was experienced, the day was
categorized as a stressor day. Otherwise, it was categorized as a
non-stressor day. Overall, 40.15% of days were categorized as stres-
sor days. To assess and control for participants’ overall exposure to
stressors, a participant-level variable was created by calculating
the proportion of days which were stressor days (M = 0.41,
SD = 0.27). This allowed us to observe the effect of daily stressors
above and beyond participants’ baseline exposure to stressors.

2.2.2. Participant-Level variables
Dispositional optimism. At baseline, participants completed

the Life Orientation Test (Scheier, Carver, & Bridges, 1994). Partic-
ipants rated how much they agreed (1 = a lot agree, 5 = a lot dis-
agree) with six statements (e.g., ‘‘In uncertain times, I usually
expect the best”). The total score for dispositional optimism was
constructed by calculating the sum of the values of the six items
(M = 23.29, SD = 4.86, a = 0.82). The lowest possible score of 6
reflected lowest optimism and the highest possible score of 30
reflected highest optimism.

Covariates. Demographics, health status, and personality vari-
ables with links to affect and stress exposure, were included as
covariates. The demographic variables included were age, sex, race,
marital status, and three measures of socioeconomic status: educa-
tion attainment (1 = No school/some grade school, 12 = PhD, EdD,
MD, DDS, LLB, LLD, JD, or other professional degree; M = 7.63,
SD = 2.49), personal income (M = 43,305, SD = 40,364), and the
MacArthur Scale of Subjective Status (1 = lowest status, 10 = highest
status; M = 6.41, SD = 1.85). Health status was assessed by a single-
item subjective self-rating of physical health (1 = excellent, 5 = poor,
M = 2.39, SD = 1.01).

2.3. Plan of analysis

To account for the nested data structure, multilevel modelling
was conducted to examine the effect of dispositional optimism
on the relationship between daily exposure to stressors and daily
affect, whereby repeated measures across the 8 days (Level 1) were
nested within participants (Level 2). Two-level models were run
separately for daily negative affect and daily positive affect as out-
comes. The presence of any daily stressors (yes/no) was entered as
a random coefficient at Level 1, while each participant’s disposi-
tional optimism and average exposure to stressors were included
as Level 2 predictors. To evaluate dispositional optimism as a
potential moderator of the relationship between daily stressor
exposure and daily affect, a cross-level interaction for daily stressor
exposure � dispositional optimism was included in the models. All
non-binary variables measured at Level 2 were grand mean
centered.

We conducted three separate analyses for each outcome, each
with an additional set of covariates, to ensure the robustness of
the hypothesized interaction effect. The first model tested the
effects of optimism on emotional reactivity to stressors without
covariates. Demographic variables and physical health were added
in the second model. Measures of objective and subjective socioe-
conomic status were added in the third model. As a stronger test of
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the unique stress-buffering effect of dispositional optimism, cross-
level interaction terms between daily stressor exposure and each
covariate were included in each model to control for the moderat-
ing effects of each covariate on emotional reactivity to stressors.
The equations for the final model are as follows:
ht
Level 1:
2 The downloa
tps://researchb
(Daily affect)di = B0i + B1i(daily stressor
exposure)di + edi
Level 2:
 B0i = c00 + c01(average daily stressor exposure)i
+ c02(dispositional optimism)i
+ c03–10(covariates)i + l0i

B1i = c10 + c11(dispositional optimism)i
+ c12–9(covariates)i + l1i
Fig. 1. Simple Slopes Depicting Cross-level Interaction on Negative Affect. Note.
Slopes depict the patterns after controlling for demographics, health, and socioe-
conomic status.
In the Level 1 equation, B0i is the intercept indicating participant i’s
average level of positive or negative affect on non-stressor days, and
B1i is the change in affect from a non-stressor day to a stressor day,
indicating participant i’s emotional reactivity to stressors. At Level
2, the intercept coefficient B0i for each participant i was modelled
as a function of between-person differences, in terms of participant
i’s average exposure to daily stressors over the 8 days, dispositional
optimism, and the covariates. The slope coefficient B1i for each par-
ticipant i was modelled as a function of dispositional optimism, as
well as each of the covariates, to test if each participant’s reactivity
slope varied by their dispositional optimism beyond the effects of
the covariates. A specific parameter of interest is c11 which indi-
cates the average change in reactivity to daily stressors per unit
increase in dispositional optimism (i.e., the cross-level interaction
effect). The deviation of each individual’s intercept and slope from
the model-implied values are indicated by l0i and l1i.

Analyses were conducted in R version 3.6.3 (R Core Team.
(2020), 2020) using lme4 version 1.1–23 (Bates, Mächler, Bolker,
& Walker, 2015) with Nelder-Mead parameter optimization and a
maximum of 10,000,000 evaluations to prevent convergence fail-
ures. Models were fitted by maximum log-likelihood to allow com-
parison between models which varied in their fixed effects.
Significance testing was carried out using lmerTest 3.1–2
(Kuznetsova, Brockhoff, & Christensen, 2017).2 Full summaries of
the results of our multilevel models on daily negative and positive
affect are available in the Supplemental Online Materials.

3. Results

3.1. Daily negative affect

We found a significant main effect of dispositional optimism on
daily negative affect in Model 1 (c02 = -0.012, SE = 0.001, 95% CI =
[-0.014, �0.011], p < .001), such that higher dispositional optimism
was linked to lower daily negative affect. This effect remained even
after additionally controlling for age, sex, race, marital status, and
self-rated physical health in Model 2 (c02 = �0.009, SE = 0.001, 95%
CI = [�0.011, �0.008], p < .001), and socioeconomic factors in
Model 3 (c02 = �0.009, SE = 0.001, 95% CI = [�0.011, �0.007],
p < .001). As expected, the presence of any daily stressor was linked
to increased same-day negative affect across all our models
(c100s � 0.196, p’s < .001).

We also found a significant cross-level interaction between dis-
positional optimism and daily stressor exposure on same-day neg-
ative affect in Model 1 (c11 = �0.004, SE = 0.001, 95% CI = [�0.006,
�0.002], p < .001), Model 2 (c11 = �0.003, SE = 0.001, 95%
CI = [�0.005, �0.001], p = .004), and Model 3 (c11 = �0.002,
dable R code used for all of the reported analyses are available at:
ox.org/148

3

SE = 0.001, 95% CI = [�0.00422, �0.00002], p = .047). On stressor
days, participants lower in optimism (1 SD below the mean)
reported larger increases in negative affect (b = 0.21, SE = 0.01,
95% CI = [0.20, 0.23], p < .001), compared to those with higher opti-
mism (1 SD above the mean; b = 0.19, SE = 0.01, 95% CI = [0.18,
0.21], p < .001). The patterns after controlling for all covariates
are depicted in Fig. 1.
3.2. Daily positive affect

We found a significant main effect of dispositional optimism on
daily positive affect in Model 1 (c02 = 0.051, SE = 0.003, 95%
CI = [0.045, 0.057], p < .001), such that higher dispositional opti-
mism was linked to higher daily positive affect. This effect was
consistent even after additionally controlling for age, sex, race,
marital status, and self-rated physical health in Model 2
(c02 = 0.040, SE = 0.003, 95% CI = [0.034, 0.046], p < .001), and
socioeconomic status in Model 3 (c02 = 0.036, SE = 0.003, 95%
CI = [0.030, 0.042], p < .001). In contrast, the presence of any daily
stressor was linked to decreased same-day positive affect across all
our models (c100s � -0.112, p’s < .001).

The cross-level interaction between dispositional optimism and
daily stressor exposure on same-day positive affect was significant
in Model 1 (c11 = 0.004, SE = 0.002, 95% CI = [0.001, 0.007], p = .021),
such that on stressor days, participants lower in optimism (1 SD
below the mean) reported larger decreases in positive affect
(b = �0.16, SE = 0.01, 95% CI = [�0.18, �0.14], p < .001), compared
to those with higher optimism (1 SD above the mean; b = �0.12,
SE = 0.01, 95% CI = [�0.14, �0.10], p < .001). In contrast to our find-
ings on negative affect, dispositional optimism no longer buffered
against decreases in positive affect on stressor days after control-
ling for demographics and health in Model 2 (c11 = 0.003,
SE = 0.002, 95% CI = [�0.0001, 0.0066], p = .059) and socioeconomic
factors in Model 3 (c11 = 0.002, SE = 0.002, 95% CI = [-0.001, 0.006],
p = .246). The patterns after controlling for all covariates are
depicted in Fig. 2.

https://researchbox.org/148


Fig. 2. Simple Slopes Depicting Cross-level Interaction on Positive Affect. Note. Slopes
depict the patterns after controlling for demographics, health, and socioeconomic
status.
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4. Discussion

In this daily diary study, we found that dispositional optimism
buffered participants against both positive and negative emotional
reactivity before accounting for covariates. Specifically, partici-
pants with higher levels of dispositional optimism displayed smal-
ler changes in positive and negative affect in response to daily
stressors than their less optimistic counterparts. When demo-
graphic, health, and socioeconomic factors were controlled for,
the buffering effect of optimism against negative emotional reac-
tivity remained, whereas the buffering effect of optimism on posi-
tive emotional reactivity was no longer significant. In other words,
positive emotional reactivity to daily stressors was fully accounted
for by demographics, health, and socioeconomic status, while neg-
ative emotional reactivity to daily stressors remains uniquely
explained by dispositional optimism.

The present research is the first to distinguish stress-buffering
effects of optimism on positive and negative affect reactivity to
daily stressors. One possible reason for the observed difference in
effects is that feelings of negative affect were more responsive to
daily stressors than were positive affect, which in this data appears
to be accounted for by more stable demographic, health, and
socioeconomic factors. As such, the ability to reappraise events
by high optimists directly reduced negative affect reactivity
induced by daily stressors, but was less beneficial for reducing pos-
itive affect reactivity. Another possibility is that the key psycholog-
ical process through which optimism buffers against stress
reactivity is through dampening negative affect rather than main-
taining positive affect in response to daily stressors. For instance,
high optimists may tend to engage in reappraisals that primarily
reduce the negative content of the stressors (e.g., reframing the
event as not as bad) rather than maintain or increase the positive
content (e.g., finding something good or beneficial from the stres-
sor). This explanation could be tested in a future study that asks
individuals varying in levels of optimism to reappraise acute stres-
sors in writing and then examining differences in their reappraisal
content.

The current study has four main limitations. First, cultures differ
in the meaning of positive and negative affect for their well-being
(Wirtz, Chiu, Diener, & Oishi, 2009). Therefore, whether the differ-
4

ences in the stress-buffering effects of optimism on positive and
negative emotional reactivity on this Western and predominantly
White sample are generalizable to non-Western and non-White
samples is unclear. Second, the correlational nature of the study
limits inferences that can be drawn about the causal relationship
between optimism and emotional reactivity. Instead of optimism
buffering against stress, it is possible that being less reactive to
stress increases optimism. As the current dataset did not assess
optimism daily, this reverse causality could not be ruled out.
Future research could investigate the possible bidirectional rela-
tionships using a similar daily diary study that includes daily
assessments of optimism. Third, as the current study investigates
mostly social stressors, the effects of non-social (e.g., physical)
stressors may not be completely captured. Finally, sensitivity anal-
yses revealed that the current study was well-powered to detect
the dispositional optimism � daily stressor exposure interaction
for negative affect, but not for positive affect. Therefore, further
investigations with a larger sample may be needed to ascertain
the relationships between optimism, daily stressors and positive
affect.

Despite the limitations, the current study used a large-scale
daily diary experience sampling method to address issues in past
studies of optimism as a daily stress-buffer. Most importantly,
the current findings highlighted the distinct stress-buffering
effects of optimism on the positive compared to negative aspects
of emotional reactivity. Specifically, optimism appears to have
more targeted effects on negative affect in reducing daily stress
reactivity, which may be the key process that improves overall
health and psychological well-being in the long-run.
Appendix A. Supplementary material

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jrp.2021.104105.
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